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How to obtain an operational permit for category B and C 

airports in Norway 
 

To obtain a so called “Letter of Compliance” to Norwegian airports that have a public classification as either B or C, 

you will have to send a declaration to CAA-Norway. 
The following is an instructional guide created by CAA-Norway: 

You will find the individual requirements to the various airports in AIP AD here: AIP  

When you have opened the AIP page, you can switch from Norwegian to English in the menu at the top left. You 

will be presented with the picture below. 
On this page select “AD 2 Aerodromes”, and the menu will expand to show a list of all Norwegian airports: 

 

When you click on an airport in this list, the right pane will fill with text information for that airport. When you 

scroll down through the text, you will find a section that contains the requirements under the header “SPECIAL 

REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT OPERATORS…”. 
 

  

https://avinor.no/en/ais/
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Here an example from ENEV with the specific requirements highlighted: 

 

 

 

Filling in and submitting the application/declaration of compliance: 

Previously you would download form NF-1032E from our webpage, fill it in, and send the form with necessary 
documentation attached in an email to CAA-Norway.  

[There have been some stability problems with the new digital solution. If you encounter problems with 
creating a new user, or if the new user account won’t let you access the compliance application form, 
you can revert to the manual backup solution. In that case, download the NF-1032E form from our 
website here: https://luftfartstilsynet.no/en/forms/pilots-fixed-wing/special-requirements-for-
operators-performing-commercial-air-transportation-into-norwegian-category-b-and-c-aerodromes-
nf-1032/  

Fill in the form and send it as an email attachment to postmottak@caa.no together with additional 
attachments documenting compliance with the various requirements. Use this guide (from page 13-15) 
for instructions on how to interpret and document compliance with the various requirements.]  

The new system is now web-based and completely digital. 

Go to: https://info.altinn.no/en/forms-overview/civil-aviaton-authority/samsvarsdeklarasjon-for-norske-

kategoriserte-flyplasser/  

Click on this selection: 

 

When you click the button “Start service” you will be prompted to log in. 

 

https://luftfartstilsynet.no/en/forms/pilots-fixed-wing/special-requirements-for-operators-performing-commercial-air-transportation-into-norwegian-category-b-and-c-aerodromes-nf-1032/
https://luftfartstilsynet.no/en/forms/pilots-fixed-wing/special-requirements-for-operators-performing-commercial-air-transportation-into-norwegian-category-b-and-c-aerodromes-nf-1032/
https://luftfartstilsynet.no/en/forms/pilots-fixed-wing/special-requirements-for-operators-performing-commercial-air-transportation-into-norwegian-category-b-and-c-aerodromes-nf-1032/
mailto:postmottak@caa.no
https://info.altinn.no/en/forms-overview/civil-aviaton-authority/samsvarsdeklarasjon-for-norske-kategoriserte-flyplasser/
https://info.altinn.no/en/forms-overview/civil-aviaton-authority/samsvarsdeklarasjon-for-norske-kategoriserte-flyplasser/
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The next page is the login page. As this service is separate from the page you were on, it defaults to Norwegian. 

You can change back to English through the language-selection menu on the top right hand side of the page: 

 

If you are a non-Norwegian person or company, you will have to create a new user as the other options on the 

page assumes you already have a Norwegian social security number and one or more of the established 

identification solutions listed.  

Click the bottom option “Log in without Social Security…” 

------------ 
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The next page you get to will also be in Norwegian. 

Unfortunately, this page is not available in English even though the language-select option in the top right corner 

indicates it is. 

However, this page asks you to fill in “Username” in the first field, and “Password” in the second field. As you have 

yet not created a user, you have nothing to fill in here. Instead, click the link marked with a red circle on the 

screenshot below where it says “Lag ny bruker” which translates to “Create new user”: 

 

The next page is where you create your user. After you have successfully created a new user, you can log in with 

this user the next time around. You will not have to create a new user each time. 

For username you can use your company name, or some other random name you remember. It appears the form 

only accepts a single username. I.e. “EasyJet” is accepted, but “EasyJet Europe” or “Easy Jet” will not be accepted. 
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The password must be minimum 6 characters long and contain letters, numbers and/or special characters like 

“!_#&” etc. 
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After filling in the necessary info and clicking “Fortsett” (which means “Proceed”), you will see this page: 

 

When you click the “Ferdig”-button, you will be taken back to the earlier login page. Fill in your newly established 

username and password. 

After successfully logging in, you will be presented with this page. If it is in Norwegian, you can now select English 

in the right top corner, and the form will remain English for the rest of the procedure: 
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When clicking “Approve and continue” you will first be presented with the administrative part of the form. This is 

where you will fill in company name, AOC number, Address and other contact information. These fields should be 

fairly self-explanatory. 

After completing the administrative part, you will be presented with the operational part: 

  

Start by filling in your aircraft type (1). If you will use more than one, then click the “Add new” button (2), and a 

new field (3) for the second aircraft will appear. You can fill in as many aircraft as you please. 

All categorised aerodromes are listed in the selection menu below aircraft type (4). In the example above ENAT and 

ENDU has been selected. Note that after you have selected one or more airports, they will be listed at the bottom 

of the screen. On the right side of each aerodrome there is a link that reads “Fill out information” (5 & 6). 

When you click that link, you will be presented with a picture similar to the next screenshot below. 

On the top it will list the airport in question, and all the aircraft you listed in the previous step (B737 and A320 in 

this example). If you plan to use both aircraft for that airport, put a checkmark behind both. If you plan to only use 

B737 for ENAT and both B737 and A320 for ENDU, then only checkmark B737 on the ENAT page, and checkmark 

both on the ENDU page. 
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The form will list the specific requirements to each airport. I.e. for ENAT it will only list the requirements that are 

valid for ENAT, and nothing more. Similarly, it will only list relevant ENDU requirements under ENDU in the form. 
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As you can see in the below example, ENAT is categorised “C” and hence requires FSTD training or a familiarisation 

flight to the field before commencing operations. The primary requirement for airline operators will be FSTD. For 

business-jet operators who often have problems finding FSTD’s with an accurate visual representation of ENAT, a 

familiarisation flight with an experienced crew may be an option. If in doubt, call CAA-Norway in advance and ask 

for the flight operations department. We can then work out alternative solution that will be acceptable to both 

parties. 

In the example below, an airline operator asks for permit to fly to ENAT and hence requires FSTD training. Describe 

your planned FSTD-objectives in a separate document, and upload it to the webpage via the link. 

The second requirement is to describe the custom “engine failure on takeoff”-procedures. Describe/illustrate these 

in a separate document, and upload them the same way. 

When you upload attachments, mark them with the airport name (i.e. “ENAT – engine failure procedure for B737” 

or “ENDU – performance calculations for A320”). If you are applying for more than one airport, all your 

attachments will arrive in a bundle. If they are clearly marked, it makes it much easier for us to see which 

attachment belongs to which airport and which aircraft type.  
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When you have completed all necessary information in the form and are ready to submit it, you will first be 

presented with a summary page. Here you can still edit the various sections of the form: 
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After looking it over and finally submitting it, you will get a receipt page listing everything you have submitted: 
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The 

requirements listed under “Description” above, is a direct copy of the requirement listed in AIP AD. Below follows 

an explanation of what all the different requirements entail, and what you need to document. 
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1. Requirement  
“Category B - The operator shall develop a crew briefing relevant for the airport” 
  
 

a. This means the operator (as a minimum) has to create an airport briefing for their crew. This 

briefing can either be held in a classroom or be a self-briefing. However, the content of the briefing 

is the operator’s responsibility – so even if this is based on self-study, the individual pilots should 

all receive the same information through an operator-designed briefing. The crewmembers are not 

supposed to figure out what is special about the airport themselves. When you (the operator) have 

created such a briefing, we would like a copy of it to verify that all operational aspects are covered. 

You should upload an attachment called for example “ENAT airport briefing for crew” that contains 

that briefing, or an excerpt of OM-C if you have placed the briefing in OM-C. 
 

2. Requirement 
“Category C - The operator shall develop training syllabus for FSTD and/or briefing for an observer 

flight” 
  

a. This means that the pilot needs simulator training or (if an FSTD with an accurate airport 

representation is unavailable) a familiarisation flight with an experienced crew to the airport in 

question – in addition to the airport briefing. 
You should state what type of solution you have selected in the attachment, and if FSTD training is 

chosen – attach the training objectives. 
 

3. Requirement (c)  
“The operator shall evaluate the need for setting special wind restriction regarding wind measured at 

the elevated terrain position listed in AIP AD” 

 

i. This requirement is listed for a few of our categorised airports. This of course, does not 

reference wind limits at cruise altitude, IAF or something similarly meaningless. This 

requirement is only listed for airports that have mountains or troublesome terrain very 

close to the airport. These terrain features can create severe turbulence or windshear 

when the wind blows from certain sectors, and/or above a certain threshold. Airports that 

have such terrain nearby, will have separate wind measuring equipment on top of the 

troublesome mountain/terrain.  
AIP AD will list specifics related to such wind phenomenon under the header “Caution”.  
 
 

4. Example: 
 ENEV is one of these airports, where there is a wind anemometer on top of the mountain 

“Kvantokollen” north-west of the airfield. This will be clearly stated in the AIP (see screen shots below). 
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AIP GEN 3.5: 

 
 

 
 

5. Requirement  
“The operator shall evaluate the need for setting special x-wind and/or tail-wind limits based on AIP 

specified runway/strip/ RESA conditions” 
  

a. This requirement may be relevant if the runway is narrow, has a bad surface 

(cracked/bumpy/slippery) or the surrounding clear areas are uneven, etc. The operator should 

then evaluate if there is a need for restrictions in x-wind (below normal AFM limits) for that 

particular airport – taking into account aircraft type, size and pilot experience at the airport.  

 

6. Requirement 
“The operator shall evaluate the need for setting a restrictive lower limit for runway status (RWYCC) 
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based on AIP specified runway/strip/ RESA conditions” 
  

a. This is similar to the above, and can be caused by similar factors like non-standard width of the 

runway, a short runway, marginal clear areas, etc. The operator, taking into account crew 

experience and aircraft type, should evaluate the need for setting a lower minimum braking action 

(RWYCC).  

 

7. Requirement   
“The operator shall document custom engine failure procedures, takeoff and landing mass 

calculations including contaminated runway conditions according to GRF standards (ref. AMC1 

CAT.OP.MPA.303(e))” 
 

a. As operators needs to develop their own contingency procedures (engine failure on take-off 

procedures) due to variations in performance from aircraft to aircraft, we need to evaluate the 

procedures made. Mass limitations are valid if the runway is short, if the surrounding terrain 

creates climb-out problems either during normal or all-engine climb-out or climb out after an 

engine failure. This becomes even more critical when runways are contaminated. Remember that 

the GRF standards are not only a new reporting format, but also requires updated performance 

data compliant with the new regulatory requirements and CS-definitions for performance class A. 

  

You should always include the airport briefing for categorised airports. 

 

 


